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Dip1i yes, Sagitta, Alciopa, Annelid larvte, cypridina, Primno, cleoclora [= C?io], shell- STATION 153.
less Pteropod, and the remains of a large Cephalopod.

Moseley writes: "Whales were seen constantly about the ship. I went away in a
boat to shoot birds, and saw a whale blow close by. The spout looks very different from
the level of the water in a boat than from the (leek of a ship: it appears so much higher,
and shoots up into the air like a fountain. In the evening a whale was close alongside,
and the expiratory noise in blowing was of a loud, somewhat prolonged, deep bass tone."

February 15, 16, and 17, 1871. On the 16th the Challenger reached her most

southerly point in ]at. 66° 43' S.

Moseley writes: "During the afternoon of the 16th whales were extremely abundant,
both those with the small fin very far back, as well as shoals of a grampus-like Cetacean with
high pointed fins projecting out of the water as they swim, and looking like sharks' fins;
on the side, behind the head, they had a white blotch, and a large light transverse patch
immediately behind the high dorsal fin, which was placed nearly in the middle of the body."

In the afternoon of the 17th the sea was of a greenish colour, and the water was
found to be filled with many little spherical transparent masses, which were identical with
those Mr. Murray had observed in the Arctic Ocean.' These minute Alg can be seen in
the water with the naked eye, when the vessel is held towards the light; they have the
surface covered with little dots of a greenish or yellowish tinge, which when examined
under high powers were seen to be arranged in groups of four. A few hours later the
sea was blue, and these Mge could not be observed in the water. Similar banks of these

Alga were passed through on other days when in the neighbourhood of the Antarctic ice.

Station 154 (Sounding 258), near Antarctic Ice (see Chart 23 and Diagram 9). STATION 154.

February 19, 1874; lat. 64° 37' S., long. 850 49' E.

Temperature of air at noon, 31°0; mean for the day, 28°9.

Temperature
2 of water :-

Surface, . . . . 320 300 fathoms, . . . 338
50 fathoms, . . . 292 Bottom, . . . . j

32-9
100 ,, . . . 290 33.

Density at 60° F. :
Surface, . . . . 102458 300 fathoms, . . . 102558
50 fathoms . . . 102534 400 ,, . . . 102562

140 ,, . . . 102547 Bottom, . . . . 102529

Depth, 1800 fathoms; deposit, Blue Mud, containing 100 per cent. of carbonate

of lime (see Murray and Renard, Deep-Sea Deposits Chadi. Exp.).

This Alga has since been described by G. Pouchet as Tc(ra9pora pouch#iti, Hariot (Comptes rcndus des se'ances de la
,Soci26 tie Biolofie, 1892). '-Actual readings of the thermometers.
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